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Admiral’s house
A stone’s throw from the Naval
College at Greenwich in London,
this impressive 4-floor detached
mansion extrudes all the grandeur
you would expect from a house
built for a Victorian admiral.
But 150 years on the challenge was now to renovate the
period features, such as the ornate plasterwork and cornice,
but within a modern approach, which these days includes
the latest audio visual equipment.
To provide the AV, with a minimum of visual disruption, the house
employs a central entertainment server with Amina Plaster-In-wall
loudspeakers in all the major rooms.
The Amina loudspeakers were installed in the walls and ceilings, skimmed
over with plaster then decorated. This rendered them completely hidden
leaving only the TV screens and small control panels on the walls to alert
the user to the advanced AV set-up in the rooms.
But not only are Amina speakers invisible, the way they produce
sound creates a high definition sound field over a very wide areas. This
means the sound sweeps through the huge reception rooms and large
kitchen area filling them with ambient, high quality audio. Visit
www.amina.co.uk for an explanation of the technology.
In the basement the Amina speakers are also used in the fabulous wet
room complex: step-in jacuzzi, sauna and steam room. This ultra chic
black marble design is again blemish free thanks to Amina Invisible
loudspeakers which, being plastered-in, also means they are protected
from moisture.
In this house, from the stylish reception rooms with their delicate period
features to the chic wet area, Amina provides a loudspeaker solution
that has zero impact to the design and provides room filling sound.
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“A stone’s throw from the Naval College at Greenwich in London, this impressive 4-floor detached
mansion extrudes all the grandeur you would expect from a house built for a Victorian admiral.”

